Academic Writing Assignment: Task comprehension Quiz

Look through the AWA and read the top sheet. Then answer the Quiz questions about it.

1. How many items will you submit for assessment?

2. What items will you submit?

3. True or False: ‘Papers may be word processed’

   TRUE  FALSE

4. How much of the final grade is evidence of the writing process worth?

5. How much of the final grade is the final paper worth?

6. What is the topic of your paper?

7. True or False: ‘Plagiarism is acceptable’.

   TRUE  FALSE

8. How can you avoid plagiarism?
9. How long in words should your paper be?

10. Does your answer to Question 9 include notes and references?

11. At least how many references should your paper include?

12. Which information sources are unacceptable and cannot be referenced?

13. Which instructions should you complete before Week 13?

14. Which instruction will you complete in Week 13?

15. Which instructions will you complete by Week 15?

16. In which week will you submit your completed Academic Writing Assignment?

17. What may you be invited to do if your paper is of outstanding quality and represents an important contribution to scholarship around your chosen topic?

18. If you have any questions about the FAWA, please write them below.